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The New Image 

Anagram, Gestalt, Game in Maya Deren: 
Reconfiguring the Image in Post-war Cinema (excerpt) 

 

These attitudes towards recording, recombination, and structure are embodied within the 
anagrammatic logic and structure of Deren's films. Her first movie, Meshes of the 
Afternoon (1943), made with her husband, the Czech émigré Alexander Hammid, 
animates this recombinatorial aesthetics, illuminating, in her words, "the malevolent 
vitality of inanimate objects" (Meshes).5 Her definition of the film--joining vitality with 
the inanimate--already suggests a revision of ontology and perception. The movie is, 
indeed, a psychotic dream world, perhaps reflecting and advancing the on-going war 
condition. More importantly, it is a world where the interiority and exteriority of the 
subject are confused. The film is, in Deren's estimation, "a dream that takes such force it 
becomes reality" (Legend 78). It is a film where the abstract processes of perception take 
material form through editing and repetition. 

Since Meshes of the Afternoon is the most narrative of her films, many critics argue that 
the movie wavers between this emergent aesthetic and older classical forms of cinema. 
However, the dominant device in the film is a rhythmic mirroring, or feedback, between 
the possibly exterior and interior states, that anticipates the anagrammatic method. Every 
scene is filled with parallels: a falling flower transforms into a knife, the telephone off the 
hook is doubled by a knife falling onto a table, and a potentially loving caress between a 
man and knife redoubles upon itself as a potential murder scene ("Pre-production 
Notes"). These scenes repeat themselves in the course of the film, each time slightly 
mutating to produce different comprehensions. Deren also regularly doubles or multiplies 
the same image in the scene, for example in a moment when she encounters herself in 
multiple: 

The logic of the film is thus one of repetition and multiplication. Like the anagram, 
"nothing is new" in that everything has been recorded. The movie keeps repeating its own 
operations and images, and also regularly recombining montage and symbolic elements 
from cinema's history-particularly from Surrealism and Constructivism, both movements 
producing movies that Deren claims to have seen. 

However, while Deren may repeat convention and tactic, she does not recuperate these 
images in the name of unearthing the unconscious or revealing the reality behind 
ideology. Deren violently opposes any comparison between her work and the 
psychoanalytic films of surrealists (Legend 280).6 She steadfastly maintains that between 
the screen and the spectator a new reality is emerging, as well as a new psychology. 
Novelty here is relocated from the scene of capture to the production of this "whole" that 
encompasses the act of seeing and involves the spectator and the apparatus in producing 
an experience. 
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In subsequent production notes Deren writes: "Everything which happens in the dream 
has its basis in a suggestion in the first sequence--the knife, the key, the repetition of 
stairs, the figure disappearing around the curve of the road. Part of the achievement of 
this film consists in the manner in which cinematic techniques are employed to give a 
malevolent vitality to inanimate objects" (Legend 78). This lively malevolence emerges 
from the recombination of set patterns that produces more than the sum of the stills. 
Careful mapping of repeated images is critical to this form. The archive generates the 
movie and also produces a new form of liveliness that is beyond the sum of its parts, an 
accident that emerges from this structured practice.  

Deren's film generates a form of attention through rhythmic patterns, not through the 
conventional integration of sound and image in causal relations. As Wendy Haslem 
writes, "The rhythm of the sound, movement and editing conspire to produce the effect of 
a trance film. Meshes of the Afternoon's dream-like mise-en-scène, illogical narrative 
trajectory, fluid movement and ambient soundtrack invite a type of contemplative, 
perhaps even transcendental, involvement for the spectator."7 The diegesis emerges 
through the repetition and cadencing of elements, the regular interruption of action, and 
the discontinuity between movements and spaces. The repetition of form and the direct 
relationship between images produce movement. 

Deren is explicitly recombinatorial in her logic. She correlates this cinematic practice 
directly with memory, archiving, and storage. Recalling a history of photography as 
indexical, she assumes the availability of the image to memory for recombination. She 
writes: 

But the celluloid memory of the camera can function, as our memory, not merely to 
reconstruct or to measure an original chronology. It can place together, in immediate 
temporal sequence, events actually distant, and achieve, through such relationship a 
peculiarly filmic reality. 

Cinema here takes the place of memory, but this is a particular memory. In this 
formulation, the work of cinema is to provide a structure that may produce new forms of 
time, not merely reflect a time that comes from outside of it. The camera works like our 
memory, "not merely to reconstruct or to measure an original chronology," but rather 
through a "relationship" between images that comes from different situations to produce a 
new time, "a peculiar filmic reality." Memory is thus a process of recombination that is 
not attached to the recollection of the past so much as the production of future 
imaginaries. The filmic medium, then, is the structure that creates the conditions for this 
recombination to occur. Deren's practice integrates both temporal conceptions of chance 
(the accident of encounter between different images) and statistical control (the 
production of equations, diagrams, graphs, and other mechanisms) through the structured 
"game" that is the anagram. 
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